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Preservation of the microbial quality of drinking and biofilm activity mitigation in drinking water distribution systems represents major objectives for water suppliers and water authorities. Although, a 

disinfectant residual assists in reducing bacteria growth in the bulk water, its efficiency against biofilm is very limited. Therefore, solutions to better control the biofilm accumulation/activity remain still 

relevant and for example low magnetic electric field used first for limiting carbonate precipitation could be one of these solutions. 

Only the effects of low intensity EMF with high frequencies have been recently reviewed [1]. Few studies have been carried out with low-intensity electromagnetic fields with low frequencies (EMFlowHz) 

(50 Hz) and “extremely low-intensity” to “low-intensity” (from 0.1 mT to 50 mT) on bacterial suspension where the cultivability of pure strains was affected [2, 3]. However, effects of EMF on complex 

biofilms such those present at the surface of drinking water pipes were not documented. 

Then, our work aims to show any effect of EMFlowHz on drinking water biofilms. To this end, we compared the characteristics of 2 to 3-month old biofilms growing at the surface of PVC or stainless 

steel coupons in PropellaTM reactors. 

We tested several hypothesis and variables related to EMF effect: (i) it could affect biomass attachment and accumulation of native biofilm on clean material (“preventive effect”), (ii) it could remove 

mature biofilms (2 to 3-months old), (“curative effect”), (iii) its effect could be improved in oversaturated water with respect to CaCO3 (“lime water”), (iv) the pipe material, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 

versus stainless steel (SS) could promote different results.  

Three Propella™ reactors (P1, P2 and P3) were used in parallel: 

- P1 and P3 were alternatively used as Control (EMF generator off) or as Assay 

between each series to remove any “reactor effect”. 

- P2 was used only with lime water 

METHODS 

Analyses: 

Biofilm cell count: CFU, total cell number (Sybr Green II), membrane-damaged cells 

(propidium iodide), chlorine susceptibility [4], solid analysis (Raman spectroscopy, 

SEM). 

The Mu-metal layer is a nickel-

iron alloy limiting magnetic field 

dispersion. 

Experimental set-up: 

RESULTS - 1 

EMFlow frequencies effect (biofilm growing on PVC or SS): 
 

 No measurable effect of preventive treatment and curative 

treatment (native and mature biofilms, respectively) in: 

- slightly aggressive water,  

- oversaturated drinking water. 

No measurable effect on biofilm susceptibility to chlorine 

(slightly aggressive water), 

 Significant effect on the carbonate polymorphs formed 

(oversaturated water): mainly aragonite (with EMF) rather than 

calcite (no EMF). 

CONCLUSIONS 

inspiring change 
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RESULTS - 2 

Analyses of biofilms (mature or native) exposed to EMF in an oversaturated water (with 

respect to CaCO3) in Reactor P2, didn’t show any significant effect on biofilm, on SS 

and PVC coupons as well, compared to reactor P1 or P3 (Control without EMF and 

without oversaturated water) or controlled to reactor P2 for period without EMF. 

EMF influenced significantly the mineralogy (carbonate polymorphs) as shown by 

Raman spectroscopy and SEM of the coupon surfaces: 

- calcite dominate without EMF 

- aragonite dominate with EMF 

Calcite is known to be more stable than aragonite. 

http://www.iwa-network.org/ 

Mu-metal® shield 

Propella™ reactor are made of 100 mm diameter water distribution pipes (PVC 

PN16), 500 mm in length. The water velocity in the reactor was controlled with a 

marine propeller that pushed the water through an inner SS cylinder, giving a flow 

parallel to the pipe wall (0.13 m s-1). The reactors were fed with dechlorinated water 

(210 mL h-1) providing a hydraulic residence time (HRT) of 12 h. Twenty coupon-

discs (2 cm2) made of PVC (PN16) or SS 316 L were placed into each reactor to 

collect biofilm. Room temperature : 21±0.1°C 
 

Water characteristics: 

- tap water of the urban community of Nancy (F), Cell density (inlet): 

- s = 380±35 µS cm-1; pH 8.0±0.1; CAT = 14±1°f -- 2 × 105 ± 4 × 105 cells mL-1 

- Ca2+, 47±2 mg L-1; Mg2+, 6±1 mg L-1   -- 2 × 104 ± 3 × 104 CFU mL-1 
       (14 days, 20°C, R2A) 

Set parameters for EMF: 

 - 1 – 15 mT 

- 4.6 and 6.1 kHz 

- HRT = 1.7 h 
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Tap water 

+ 2.1 mL h-1 Ca(OH)2 (1 g L-1) 
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First series with P1 as Assay (+ EMF) and P3 as Control (no EMF) 
(example on SS coupons with slightly aggressive tap water, preventive treatment on biofilm in development) 

Second series with P3 as Assay (+ EMF) and P1 as Control (no EMF) 
(example on SS coupons with slightly aggressive tap water, preventive treatment on biofilm in development) 

Lower apparent bacterial colonization 

on reactor with EMF treatment 

EMF would reduce the bacterial 

colonization ? 

Higher apparent bacterial colonization 

on reactor with EMF treatment ! 

No significant effect of EMF on 

bacterial colonization ! 

Inversion of the reactor assignation: 

P1 becomes Control (no EMF) 

P2 becomes Assay (with EMF) 

 Tendencies were the same with PVC coupons and with curative treatment (on “mature biofilms”) 

The differences observed were mainly 

due to a “reactor effect” 

(reactor P3 allow a slightly higher 

bacterial colonization than reactor P1) 

Frequencies and intensity of EMF in water out: 
On Reactor P1, the signal at left is the 50 Hz frequency of 

the network, at right, signal when the EMF is on. 

EMF off EMF on 

- Preventive and curative effects of EMF with oversaturated water 

- Vulnerability to chlorine of biofilms exposed to EMF: no significant effect 

Raman spectroscopy on PVC coupons 

Images by SEM of calcite 

(CAL) and aragonite 

(ARA) on PVC coupons 

for a preventive (a) and 

curative (b) EMF 

treatment.   
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